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SUPERWASH 5000
Laundry Cleaning Agent

SUPERWASH 5000

LAUNDRY CLEANING AGENT

DESCRIPTION
SUPERWASH 5000 is an economic Liquid Cleaning
Agent with brilliant whitening properties, Works at
low dose.
ADVANTAGE
Temperature from 30 – 80 °C, Contains Optical
Brightener, extraordinarily whiteness in fabric,
Simple use ( ready to Use ), No neutralizer
needed,Handy and comfortable pack, Can be
used in various type of fabric.
APPLICATION
STEP 1 : Soak heavily soiled cuff and collar of
garments in water for some time.
STEP 2 : Make a solution, of 100 ML - Superwash
and 400 ML water.
STEP 3 : Brush gently the heavy soiled Cuff &
Collar of garments with superwash solution.
STEP 4 : Now Pre-dilute Superwash with water
before charging to the machine. Eg. 60
ml, Superwash with 400 ml water. charge it to
the machine and run for 20-25 minutes, in main
wash. Rinse, and dry.

COLOUR
Light BL Green
USAGE
For Wet Cleaning of garments. Can be used in
various type of fabric, Suited best for white
garments. Can also be used on colour garments.
DOSAGE
5 - 6 ml / KG
For 10 KG Machine 50 - 60 ml
TEMPERATURE
Normal Room Temperature to 70 °C
STORAGE
Chemical containers must be stored in a safe
locked storage, It should not be exposed to
sunlight, or fire. Store in dry place away from
general public. Keep out of reach of children.
The product is only recommended for institutional
and commercial laundries.

FRAGRANCE
Flower
PACKING
5 Litres

AZ - 3118
One Shot Laundry Cleaning Agent

AZ - 3118

One Shot Laundry Cleaning
Agent

DESCRIPTION
AZ-3118 is an innovative Liquid Cleaning Agent
with the safest care of the fabric, and
environment. It has excellent cleaning and Inbuilt
stain removing properties. Enhance natural
brilliance of fabrics
ADVANTAGE
Excellent cleaning with extraordinarily high stainsolubilising power, Simple use ( ready to Use ),
High Enzymes component, No neutralizer or
booster needed, Can be used in various type of
fabric.
APPLICATION
STEP 1 : Soak heavily soiled cuff and collar of
garment in water for sometime.
STEP 2 : Make a solution of 100 ml : AZ3118 with
400 ml water.
STEP 3 : Brush gently the heavy soiled Cuff &
Collar with AZ3118 solution.
STEP 4 : Now Pre-dilute AZ-3118 with water
before charging to the machine. e.g. 60 ml
AZ3118 with 400 ml water. Charge it in machine
and run for 20-30 Minutes in main wash, Rinse,
and dry.

COLOUR
Light Golden
USAGE
It Can be used in various type of fabric, Suited
best for Guest/retail Laundry.
DOSAGE
5 - 6 ml / KG
For 10 KG Machine 50 - 60 ml
TEMPERATURE
Normal Room Temperature-60°C
STORAGE
Chemical containers must be stored in a safe
manner and in a suitably locked storage, It should
not be exposed to sunlight, or fire. Store in dry cool
place away from general public.
Keep out of reach of children.
The product is only recommended for institutional
and commercial laundries.

FRAGRANCE
NA
PACKING
5 Litres

FABRIC SOFTENER

SOFTOUCH

FABRIC SOFTENER

DESCRIPTION
Soft Touch, is a fabric softener, formulated for
high efficiency commercial machines, or for
automatic injection in front loading institutional
machines. Imparts a soft, silky finish on all types of
fabric.

COLOUR
Light Pink, Light NR Blue
USAGE
For fabric softening with fresh fragrance. Can be
used in various type of fabric, and all colour.

ADVANTAGE
Imparts a soft, silky finish on all types of fabric.
Reduces drying time, improves the efficiency of
ironing . Fresh floral fragrance.
APPLICATION
Manual Feeding: For front loading laundry
machines use, 5 - 8 ml/kg. Example: for 10 kg
washing machine use 50-80 ml, in last rinse

DOSAGE
Use 5 to 8 ml of this product per kg. of load
Size or washing machine capacity
When laundering delicate fabric such as wool
Or silk, follow the manufacturer’s label instructions.
Do not pour this product directly on to fabric.
Add during the rinse cycle.
TEMPERATURE
Normal Room Temperature
STORAGE
Chemical containers must be stored in a safe
manner and in a suitably locked storage, It should
not be exposed to sunlight, or fire. Store in dry cool
place away from general public.
Keep out of reach of children.
The product is only recommended for institutional
and commercial laundries.

FRAGRANCE
Floral
PACKING
5 Litres

STAIN
REMOVER
Laundry Stain Remover

PG-SERIES

SPOTTING CHEMICALS
Laundry Stain Removers

DESCRIPTION
A range of laundry stain remover formulated to
treat a wide variety of stains. Designed for use in
institutional and industrial laundry applications
only. Effectively penetrates and dissolves stains
prior to washing. Range of 6 products to remove
various stain categories.
ADVANTAGE
High efficiency products, six different products to
remove almost all types of stains, for professional
laundries. Maintaining clean laundry without
damaging fabric. Can be used in both, white
and color fabric .
APPLICATION

USAGE
Different category of stains are treated by
different stain remover from the range
recommended in product TDS/MSDS .
DOSAGE
Few Drops, depending upon stain & fabric.
TEMPERATURE
Normal Room Temperature
STORAGE

Note: Must read Product MSDS and TDS before using
STEP 1 : Pierce only tip cap to expose dispenser
tip. Do not remove primary cap. In case of
PG802, pour about 200ml in a plastic nozzle
bottle before using.
STEP 2 :Drop few drops of stain remover from
dispenser tip directly to stain spot. Rub it gently
with rubbing brush. ( Except Rust Stain and Dye
stain)
STEP 3 :Rinse
MSDS/TDS)

FRAGRANCE
NA

thoroughly.(As

directed

in

STEP 4 :The process can be repeated for hard
and tough stain.

Chemical containers must be stored in a safely
and in a suitably locked storage, It should
not be exposed to sunlight, or fire. Store in dry
cool place away from general public.
Keep out of reach of children.
The product is only recommended for institutional
and Professional laundries.

PACKING
360 ml
1 Litre

CUFF & COLLAR
For Cuff & Collars, and other stubborn stains.

GLEAMO/ 3085

CUFF & COLLAR
Laundry Stain Removing Agent

DESCRIPTION
A Fabric friendly formulation for use in variety of
institutional and Industrial laundry application.
Ideal to clean, tough dirt and yellow grime from
areas, such as Cuff & Collar, Shirt, falls etc.
ADVANTAGE
Safe for use on cotton,/polyester blend, acrylic,
nylon rayon and other fabric.Contains a
synergistic blend of surfactant and solvent for
outstanding stain removal properties.
APPLICATION
STEP 1 : Soak heavily soiled cuff and collar in
water for some time.
STEP 2 :Apply Cuff & Collar solution directly to
dirt and grime areas of Cuff & Collar and Shirt,
Falls etc.
STEP 3 : Brush gently the heavy soiled Cuff &
Collar with the solutions.
STEP 4 : Wash the garment normally
detergent in machine

with

COLOUR
Transparent
USAGE
For Wet Cleaning of garments. Can be used in
various type of fabric, Normally used on soiled
cuff and collar or other stubborn stains before
washing. Can be used on both coloured and
white garments.
DOSAGE
Few Drops on Cuff & Collars/ stubborn stains
TEMPERATURE
Normal Room Temperature
STORAGE
Chemical containers must be stored in a safe
manner and in a suitably locked storage, It should
not be exposed to sunlight, or fire. Store in dry
cool place away from general public.
Keep out of reach of children.
The product is only recommended for institutional
and commercial laundries.

FRAGRANCE
NA
PACKING
200 ml, 5 Litres

LAUNDRY STARCH
( WITH EASY IRONING )

STIFO

LAUNDRY STARCH
Laundry Starch with Easy Ironing

DESCRIPTION
New Generation Concentrate Laundry starch
which imparts a crisp, professional finish to cotton,
synthetic fabrics. Enhance surface smoothness
and natural brilliance of fabric, with easy ironing
properties
ADVANTAGE
Ready to Use New generation concentrate
Formula. Economic range. No time taking
procedure. Easy Ironing to Stiffness. Pleasant
floral fragrance.
APPLICATION
STEP 1 :Take a spray bottle , make a solution of
25 - 30% Laundry Starch(PG-140) with water.
Example for 1litre ready to use spray starch use
250 ml PG140 and 750 ml water.
STEP 4 : At the time of ironing spray the starch
directly to fabric or garments and iron it .
Note: Adjust the level of stiffness required, by starch
concentration in spray solution.

3 -10 % solution can be used on all regular garments for
smooth finishing and easy Ironing.

COLOUR
Clear to Hazy
USAGE
Ready to use spray Laundry Starch for Easy
Ironing to Stiffness in garments. Can be used in
various type of fabric,Suited best for white and
coloured garments as well
DOSAGE
3-10 % : Light and for Easy Ironing for all garments
25-30 % : Hard Starch and stiffness
TEMPERATURE
Normal Room Temperature
STORAGE
Chemical containers must be stored in a safe
manner and in a suitably locked storage, It
should not be exposed to sunlight, or fire. Store in
dry cool place away from general public.
Keep out of reach of children.
The product is only recommended for
institutional and commercial laundries.

FRAGRANCE
N/Al
PACKING
5 Litres

COLORINHIBITOR
Anti - Back Staining Agent

DYE SHIELD

COLOR INHIBITOR
Anti-Back Staining Agent

DESCRIPTION
Color Inhibitor is a polymer based product, which
restrict or minimises the Re-deposition of dyes
onto lightly coloured garments, or onto lighter
sections of multi coloured garments, during
laundry. It minimises the occurrence of Dye
transfer in the laundry process. It is one of the
best prevention of dye transfer in poorly dyed
fabric/garments
ADVANTAGE
Works on wide range of fabrics/garments. Does
not Damage the fabric. Easy to use. Environment
friendly. Very effective and economical.
APPLICATION
It can be used in any wet processing stage,
especially when the process has risk of colour
bleeding.It is normally used along with the
detergent in the wash process to restrict the redeposition of colour/dyes which are washed out
by the detergents in the wash bath. The washed
out colour/dye particle remain suspended in the
wash bath and otherwise deposits on the other
parts of garments.

COLOUR
Transparent to hazy
USAGE
It can be used for various types of garments
(Example: cotton, Polyester, PC, Wool etc.)
DOSAGE
3-5 ml/Kg, according to machine capacity.
Example:For 10 kg washing machine use 30-50 ml
of colour inhibitor along with the detergent in
wash process
TEMPERATURE
Normal Room Temperature
STORAGE
Chemical containers must be stored in a safe
manner and in a suitably locked storage, It should
not be exposed to sunlight, or fire. Store in dry
cool place away from general public.
Keep out of reach of children.
The product is only recommended for institutional
and commercial laundries.

FRAGRANCE
N/A
PACKING
1Litre, 5 Litres

EMULSIFIER
Laundry Emulsifier

PG - DURA

EMULSIFIER
Laundry Emulsifier

DESCRIPTION
Laundry emulsifier PG-DURA is formulated to clean
oil /Tar based stains from the garments.It is used
along with the detergents for cleaning the fabrics
regularly exposed to mineral oils or grease stains,
such as kitchen uniform, chef uniform, mechanics
uniform etc. The role of “DURA” in wash process
is to dissolve the oil based stains, which is further
washed away by the detergents.
ADVANTAGE
Removes mineral oils effectively. Enhance wash
quality. Suitable for all types of fabrics in wet
cleaning. Enhance brilliance of the fabric. Easy to
use.
APPLICATION
PG-DURA can be used in wet cleaning process
prior to detergent wash. It can be used in soaking
or pre-wash, PG-DURA widely used along with
the detergent in wet cleaning.
In Pre-spotting make solution of PG-DURA with
water, in a spray bottle. Apply to fabric, leave for
a few minutes then wash in the normal manner.
it dissolves the oils in the fabric which is easily
washed away by the detergents

COLOUR
Transparent to Light Yellow
USAGE
It is safe for all types of fabrics in wet cleaning,
DOSAGE
In case of with detergent in machine use 3-5ml/ kg .
Example: for 10 kg front loading machine use 30-50
ml. In Pre-spotting make 20-30% solution of PG-DURA
with water, in a spray bottle. Apply to the stains,
leave for a few minutes then wash in the normal
manner.
TEMPERATURE
Normal Room Temperature
STORAGE
Chemical containers must be stored in a safe
manner and in a suitably locked storage, It should
not be exposed to sunlight, or fire. Store in dry cool
place away from general public.
Keep out of reach of children.
The product is only recommended for institutional
and commercial laundries.

FRAGRANCE
N/A
PACKING
5 Litres

LAUNDRY PERFUME
Laundry Perfume

PG 1009

LAUNDRY PERFUME
Laundry Perfume

DESCRIPTION
The Laundry perfume are concentrate emulsion
formulated, specially for commercial laundries.
These are very high concentrated perfumes
which has to be pre diluted before use.
ADVANTAGE
It can be used in the last process so that the
fragrance remains on the fabric for the longer
period of time. It is very economical and one of
the most effective solution for imparting durable
fragrance to the garment.
APPLICATION
STEP 1 :Pre dilute the perfume in water in ratio
.50 : 9.50, i.e to make 1 Litre of ready to use
perfume. We need 950 ml water mixed with only
50 ML of concentrated perfume.
STEP 2 : Mix perfume and water in a spray bottle.
STEP 3 : After the fabric is dried in the tumbler,
spray the perfume in the tumbler, and run it 2
minutes without heat.

COLOUR
Transparent to Pale
USAGE
It can be used in the machine just after the
drying process is complete.
or it can be directly sprayed on the fabric
before goes for packing.
DOSAGE
Pre diluted in the ratio .50 : 9.50, i.e to make 1
Litre of ready to use perfume. We need 950 ml
water mixed with only 50 ml of concentrated
perfume.

TEMPERATURE
Normal Room Temperature
STORAGE
Perfume containers must be stored in a safe
manner and in a suitably locked storage, It should
not be exposed to sunlight, or fire. Store in dry
cool place away from general public.
Keep out of reach of children.
The product is only recommended for institutional
and commercial laundries.

FRAGRANCE
Various Fragrances
PACKING
500 ml

BLANKET SOFTENER
Polyester Blanket Softener

FLEEZO- 920

BLANKET SOFTENER
Polyester Blanket Softener

DESCRIPTION
FLEEZO-920 is an (AB)n Linear co-polymer,
specially formulated for Polyester mink blankets,
Polyester fleece etc. It imparts fluffy and very soft
feel. It enhances the brightness and improve the
colour depth.
ADVANTAGE

COLOUR
Transparent to Hazy
USAGE
Fleeco.920 can be used on all fabrics in wet
cleaning but it gives best results on Polyester mink
blankets and fleece.

It is suitable for blanket, plush toys, coral velvet,
etc. Imparts excellent fluffy feel to polyester
fabric. Enhance Natural brilliance of the blanket.
Imparts properties of Stain-Retardant.

DOSAGE
Machine wash: 5-8 ml/kg (Example : 50-80 ml for
10 Kg front loading washing machine)
Hand wash
: 30-50 ml in 20 litres water.

APPLICATION

TEMPERATURE
Normal Room Temperature

Fleeco-920 can be used separately or together
with cationic/non ionic softener to get smooth
and fluffy finish on polyester mink blanket,
fleece.Fleeco-920 is used in last rinse of wash
process, and no water treatment is to given after
using Fleeco-920 on blankets.It can be used in
machine wash or hand wash, Keeping water
level minimum/optimal. In case of machine wash
charge Fleeco-920 in the last rinse, run machine
for few minutes(for better result: keep the blanket
in solution for about 10-15 min)Hydro extraction
and Dry.In Case of Hand wash:make solution of
Fleeco-920 in bucket, Soak the washed cloth in it
for about 15 min, Spin and Dry.

STORAGE
Chemical containers must be stored in a safe
manner and in a suitably locked storage, It should
not be exposed to sunlight, or fire. Store in dry cool
place away from general public.
Keep out of reach of children.
The product is only recommended for institutional
and commercial laundries.
PRECAUTION
Unstable with optical brightener, an ionic
chemicals or high alkaline.

FRAGRANCE
N/A
PACKING
5 Litres

EZONIX
Laundry Cleaning Agent

EZONIX / 8089

LAUNDRY CLEANING AGENT
Cleaning Agent

DESCRIPTION
EZONIX is an economic Liquid Cleaning Agent
with excellent cleaning and inbuilt Anti-back
Staining properties, It minimises the risk of colour
transfer in delicate wash.
ADVANTAGE
Excellent cleaning . Safe on all fabrics, APEOFree, Single product, No neutralizer needed, Can
be used in various type of fabric.
APPLICATION
STEP 1 : Soak heavily soiled cuff and collar of
garments in water for some time.
STEP 2 : Make a solution of 100 ML : EZONIX with
400 ml water.
STEP 3 : Brush gently the heavy soiled Cuff &
Collar of garments with EZONIX solution.
STEP 4 : Now Pre-dilute EZONIX with water
before charging to the machine. e.g. 60 ml
EZONIX with 400 ml water. machine wash for
min 20 mi. Rinse and dry

COLOUR
Transparent
USAGE
It Can be used in various type of fabric, Suited
best for Guest/retail Laundry

DOSAGE
5-6 ml / KG
For 10 KG Machine 50-60 ml
TEMPERATURE
30 – 80 °C
STORAGE
Chemical containers must be stored in a safe
manner and in a suitably locked storage, It should
not be exposed to sunlight, or fire. Store in dry
cool place away from general public.
Keep out of reach of children.
The product is only recommended for institutional
and commercial laundries.

FRAGRANCE
NA
PACKING
5 Litres

LAUNDRY BLEACH
Laundry Bleach

OXI-VIVID

LAUNDRY BLEACH
Bleach

DESCRIPTION
The Laundry Bleach : OXI-VIVID is a highly
concentrated activated liquid oxygen bleach
based on Hydrogen peroxide . This product is
ideal to reach high bleaching performance at
medium temperatures (40°C – 60°C ) and higher.
ADVANTAGE
Concentrated liquid bleach and disinfectant
based on active oxygen. For laundry disinfection
at temperatures of 60°C and 80°C, for disinfection
of sensitive textiles at 40°C. Preserves fabric's
quality. Highly effective bleaching. Suitable for all
types of fabrics (except wool). Works well with
white linen resistant to peroxide bleaching.
APPLICATION
3-15 ml per kilogram wash load depending on
light to heavy stains. Dosage may vary according
to degree of soiling.

COLOUR
Transparent
USAGE
3-15 ml per kilogram wash load depending on
light to heavy stains. Dosage may vary according
to degree of soiling. Its effective stain removing
properties on various types of fabrics.
DOSAGE
3-15 ml
TEMPERATURE
60 – 80° C
STORAGE
Chemical containers must be stored in a safe
manner and in a suitably locked storage, It
should not be exposed to sunlight, or fire. Store in
dry cool place away from general public.
Keep out of reach of children.
The product is only recommended for
institutional and commercial laundries.
PRECAUTION
For safe use on fabrics, it should be diluted in
water.

FRAGRANCE
N/A
PACKING
5 Litres

OPTICAL BRIGHTENER
Laundry Optical Brightener

ESPARKO

OPTICAL BRIGHTENER
Optical Brightener

DESCRIPTION
ESPARKO is a liquid optical brightener used in
laundry wet cleaning.
ADVANTAGE
It can be used on various types of fabrics. Imparts
excellent brightness to the fabrics.Easy to use.
APPLICATION
ESPARKO can be used to enhance brightness of
fabric in wet cleaning. It is widely used in white
fabrics to get bright and cleaner look. ESPARKO is
used in last rinse of wash process, and no water
treatment is to given after using ESPARKO on
fabrics/garment. It can be used in machine wash,
Keeping water level minimum/optimal. In case of
machine wash, charge ESPARKO in the last rinse,
run machine for few minutes,Hydro extraction and
dry. In Case of Hand wash: make solution of
ESPARKO in bucket, Soak the washed cloth in it for
about 15 min, spin and dry.

COLOUR
Redish Brown
USAGE
ESPARKO can be used on various fabrics in wet
cleaning.
DOSAGE
Machine wash: 1-3 ml/kg (Example : 10-30 ml for
10 Kg front loading washing machine).
Hand wash : 5-20 ml in 20 litres water.
TEMPERATURE
Normal Room Temperature
STORAGE
Chemical containers must be stored in a safe
manner and in a suitably locked storage, It should
not be exposed to sunlight, or fire. Store in dry
cool place away from general public.
Keep out of reach of children.
The product is only recommended for institutional
and commercial laundries.
PRECAUTION
Unstable with cationic chemicals, refer to SDS to
check its compatibility with other chemicals
before using in wash process.

FRAGRANCE
N/A
PACKING
5 Litres
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